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Dreamin’ Sun, vol. 4
Story and art by Ichigo Takano
                                                                                                                   

The latest manga series from Ichigo 
Takano, the bestselling creator of 
orange!

Shimana Kameko lives in a home where she 
feels she doesn’t belong. Her mother is dead, 

her father has remarried, and her six-month-old 
baby brother takes up everyone’s attention. 
Kameko skips school and runs away to a 
nearby park where she literally stumbles over a 
mysterious man in a kimono. 

The stranger, Fujiwara Taiga, offers Kameko 
a place to stay—on three conditions. The 
first condition is that Kameko tell him why she 
ran away from home. The second is that she 
fetch the stranger’s lost apartment key (he is 
locked out!). The third condition is...to have a 
dream. Kameko meets the conditions, moves 
in, and begins a journey of romance and self-
discovery.

                                

• BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Both volumes of 
Ichigo Takano’s previous series, orange, 
repeatedly hit the New York Times manga 
bestseller list

• JAPANESE BESTSELLER: A hit in Japan with 
over half a million copies of Dreamin’ Sun in 
print

• ANIME ADAPTATION OF PREVIOUS WORK: 
An anime adaptation of orange is currently 
streaming on Crunchyroll

                                

Takano Ichigo is the author and artist of the 
New York Times manga bestseller orange.
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Magical Girl Site, vol. 4 
Story and art by Kentaro Sato
                                                                                                                   

The much-anticipated spin-off series to 
Magical Girl Apocalypse!

Asagiri Aya is a young girl who has fallen 
victim to bullies at her school. Hoping to 

escape her troubles, she looked to the Internet 
for distraction, when a mysterious website 
called “Magical Girl Site” appears. Simply 
viewing the page is all it takes to hurtle Aya 
headlong into the deadly world of the Magical 
Girl Apocalypse. There, it’s fight or die against a 
seemingly endless array of savagely adorable, 
frilly-skirted killing machines, each armed with 
magical powers and an unquenchable thirst 
for blood and chaos.

                                

• POPULAR SPIN-OFF: A highly requested 
spin-off to the unforgettable horror series, 
Magical Girl Apocalypse

                                

Kentaro Sato is best known as the author and 
artist of Magical Girl Apocalypse and Magical 
Girl Site.
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The Testament of Sister New 
Devil, vol. 7
Story by Tetsuto Uesu
Art by Miyakokasiwa
                                                                                                                   

A sexy supernatural action manga for 
fans of Akame Ga Kill and High School 
DxD!

When his oddball father suddenly decides to 
remarry, high school student Toujo Basara 

is about to acquire some very peculiar new 
family members. Enter his new seductive step-
sisters, Mio and Maria. When Basara discovers 
that one of his step-sisters is a succubus and his 
other a recently crowned demon lord, all hell 
breaks loose!

Basara is nearly forced into a contract with 
his demonic sisters in which he would be their 
eternal servant—but something goes wrong. 
Instead, a reverse contract is formed, and 
Basara becomes the master. Between fending 
off their seductive advances and coping with 
the attacks of rival demon contractors, Basara 
has a big learning curve to overcome if he is to 
survive.

                                

• ANIME ADAPTATIONS: Has been adapted 
into two anime series, both currently 
streaming on Crunchyroll

• BASED ON A LIGHT NOVEL: The manga 
adaptation of the bestselling Japanese light 
novel series of the same name

                                

Tetsuto Uesu is best known as the author of The 
Testament of Sister New Devil light novel series.

Miyakokasiwa is best known as the artist of 
The Testament of Sister New Devil manga 
adaptation. 
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Generation Witch, vol. 2
Story and art by Isaki Uta
                                                                                                                   

An all-new manga series about the 
daily lives of teenage witches

In the world of Generation Witch, 1% of the 
population are witches. Most non-magical 

people look up to these witches and envy their 
power, but as witches already know, sometimes 
these abilities can be more of a curse than a 
blessing. When growing up already requires 
all the luck and effort a teenager can muster, 
what happens when you throw spells, brooms, 
and bubbling cauldrons into the mix?

                                

• FOR FANS OF: Sabrina the Teenage Witch 
and Witchcraft Works

                                

Isaki Uta is a manga creater best known for 
Generation Witch.
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Hana & Hina After School,  
vol. 3
Story and art by Milk Morinaga
                                                                                                                   

The concluding volume to New York 
Times bestselling manga creator Milk 
Morinaga’s newest yuri series!

Hana and Hina are two high school girls 
working at the same character goods 

shop, but they are completely different from 
one another.  Hana is petite, uncertain, and 
shy, while Hina is tall, confident, and trendy. 
Yet they share a secret: their school has a strict 
policy against taking part-time jobs. They also 
discover that both of them share an irresistible 
attraction to things that are cute, be it the 
uniforms at their all-girls’ school or...each other! 
Just how long will Hana and Hina be able to 
keep their afterschool jobs, and their feelings 
for each other, a secret?

                                

• BESTSELLING CREATOR: From Milk Morinaga, 
multiple New York Times bestselling manga 
creator

                                

Milk Morinaga is a fan-favorite yuri manga artist 
whose works include Girl Friends, Gakuen Polizi, 
and Kisses, Sighs, and Cherry Blossoms Pink.
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Holy Corpse Rising, vol. 4
Story and art by Hosana Tanaka
                                                                                                                   

A gothic, supernatural fantasy about a 
young priest tasked to revive the world’s 
most powerful witches! 

In fifteenth century Rome, witches have 
declared war against humanity. A young man 

named Nikola, whose parents were cruelly 
murdered by a witch before his eyes, discovers 
that he is now the key to winning the war. Using 
sorcery skills acquired through years of careful 
study, Nikola must revive twelve witches known 
as the “First Witches” who will become his allies 
and weapons to defeat the enemy. But there 
is one small hitch: in order to revive the witches 
from their eternal slumber, Nikola must form a 
marriage contract with each one. Just how 
many witches can Nikola marry in order to save 
the world?

                                

• FOR FANS OF: Dance in the Vampire Bund, 
Magika Swordsman and Summoner, and 
Berserk

                                

Hosana Tanaka is best known as the author and 
artist of Holy Corpse Rising.MANGA
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My Monster Secret, vol. 8
Story and Art by Eiji Masuda
                                                                                                                   

A monster-filled high school rom-com—
now a New York Times bestseller and a 
hit anime series!

High school student Kuromine Asahi is the 
kind of guy who literally cannot tell a lie. 

Whether it’s trying to maintain a poker face in 
a simple game of cards or keeping scurrilous 
gossip to himself, Asahi is a total failure when it 
comes to the art of deception.

So what happens when he stumbles upon the 
most shocking secret of his life? When Asahi 
learns that Shiragami Youko, a beautiful girl of 
few words, is actually a vampire. Can Asahi 
possibly keep his lips sealed?

                                

• BESTSELLER: My Monster Secret vol. 1 was a 
repeat New York Times manga bestseller

• ANIME ADAPTATION: An anime adaptation is 
currently streaming on Crunchyroll

• FOR FANS OF: Monster Musume, Toradora!, 
and Ranma 1/2

                                

Eiji Masuda is a Japanese manga creator best 
known as the creator of My Monster Secret.

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626925-81-6

Rated: Teen (13+)
On Sale: November 14, 2017
5” x 7.125”/ 180 pages
$12.99/US | $14.99/CAN

“My Monster Secret feels almost like a 
throwback to a gentler age. Its characters 
harbor simple crushes, and their feelings are 
constrained largely by shyness and personal 
density. It’s still wacky and ridiculous, and 
yes, two of the major harem members are 
a vampire and an alien, but it still feels 
generally light and nostalgic.” 
     - Nick Creamer, Anime News Network
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A Little Princess
Story by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Illustrated by Shiina Yuu
                                                                                                                   

Revisit the heartrending hallways of Miss 
Minchin’s boarding school in this newly-
illustrated edition of a beloved classic

Seven year old Sara Crewe learns of the 
tragic death of her father not long after she 

is left in the care of Miss Minchin, headmistress 
of a boarding school. Now an orphan and 
stripped of her family fortune, Sara must survive 
the emotional trials of loss and the mental 
anguish of abuse at the hands of her new 
caretakers.

With her new friends, warm memories, and a 
prized doll—a gift from her father—Sara Crewe 
weathers the storm of her new life with spirit, 
courage, and kindness.

                                

• BELOVED CLASSIC: Consistently rated as 
one of the best novels for young readers 
over the past century, A Little Princess is a 
timeless classic that has been adapted into 
numerous films and plays

• EYE-CATCHING ARTWORK: Shiina Yuu’s 
vibrant manga artwork reinvigorates this 
must-read classic for a modern audience

                                

Frances Hodgson Burnett was an English-
American author best known for her novels A 
Little Princess and The Secret Garden. During 
the course of her lifetime, Burnett wrote some 
of the best-loved children’s novels in modern 
literary history.

Shiina Yuu is a Japanese artist who has 
illustrated dozens of novel adaptations, light 
novels, and manga series.
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Plum Crazy! Tales of a Tiger-
Striped Cat, vol. 3
Story and art by Hoshino Natsumi
                                                                                                                   

An all-ages, must-have series for cat 
lovers everywhere!

Plum, as her family calls her, is a tiger-striped 
cat that lives with Miss Nakari, a single 

mother to her teenaged son, Taku.  Plum can 
understand what people say to her, and she 
can even tell what’s in their minds. She also 
has many friends among the neighborhood 
cats. All is well in her everyday life, until the 
day a mischievous kitten named Snowball 
joins Plum’s happy household. Will the naughty 
little newcomer turn Plum’s world completely 
topsy turvy? Or will Snowball make her life even 
sweeter?

                                

• FOR FANS OF: Comparable to titles like Chi’s 
Sweet Home and FukuFuku Kitten Tales

• GREAT FOR READERS OF ALL AGES: Charming 
artwork and a simple but comedic story 
make Plum Crazy! a great read for cat-
lovers young and old

                                

Hoshino Natsumi is a manga artist best known 
for her work on Plum Crazy! Tales of a Tiger-
Striped Cat.
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Sleeping Beauty, vol. 1
Story and art by Yumi Unita
                                                                                                                   

A modern day fairy tale from the creator 
of the critically-acclaimed Bunny Drop!

High school student Yaneko loves to sleep, 
so much that she can barely wake up of 

her own accord. That is, until she is roused from 
her slumber by a sleep spirit known as Nerim. 
Yaneko must accompany the benevolent spirit 
on his daily work route, as he grants the gift of 
comfortable sleep to people (and animals!) of 
all ages. But just what is his true purpose and 
why has he chosen Yaneko to be his assistant? 
This could very well be the beginning of a 
beautiful friendship!

                                

• BELOVED CREATOR: The newest series from 
the creator of Bunny Drop, Yumi Unita

• FOR FANS OF: Spirited Away, Mushishi, and 
Fushigi Yūgi

                                

Unita Yumi is a Japanese manga creator best 
known for her series Bunny Drop.
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Don’t Meddle With My 
Daughter, vol. 2
Story and art by Nozomu Tamaki
                                                                                                                   

From the creator of Dance in the 
Vampire Bund comes a sexy spin on the 
superhero genre!

Meet “The Eighth Wonder”—a mother-
daughter team of superheroes! 

Athena Haruka, the original Eighth Wonder, 
disappeared twenty years ago after a battle 
against an organization of super villains. 
Now, Eighth Wonder has reappeared—but 
it’s Athena’s daughter, Clara, recruited to fill 
her mother’s superhero shoes. Now, to ensure 
her daughter’s safety, Athena must leave 
retirement behind and don her costume once 
more.

                                

• BESTSELLING CREATOR: The newest series 
from New York Times bestselling manga 
creator, Nozomu Takamki

• GENRE SPIN: Featuring a cape-crusading, 
mother-daughter superhero duo, this series 
is a genre spoof that readers won’t want to 
miss

                                

Nozomu Tamaki is a Japanese manga author 
and artist who’s best known as the creator of 
Dance in the Vampire Bund.
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Magical Girl Special Ops 
Asuka, vol. 1
Story by Makoto Fukami 
Art by Seigo Tokiya
                                                                                                                   

An all-new, dark and sexy genre 
mashup manga series where magical 
girls meet military warfare!

When the Earth is threatened by the sudden 
appearance of undead creatures, a 

group of young women blessed with powers 
from a mysterious source rose to defeat them. 
Now, after three years of apparent peace, the 
same malevolent creatures have resurfaced. 
Five magical girls are once again conscripted 
to war as the Magical Girl Special Ops force, to 
defend mankind from an unholy nemesis!

                                

• POPULAR AUTHOR: By the writer of such hit 
anime as Berserk, Pyscho Pass, and Resident 
Evil: Vendetta

• FOR FANS OF: Magika Swordsman and 
Summoner, Magical Girl Apocalypse, and 
Puella Magi Madoka Magica

                                

Makoto Fukami is a Japanese manga and light 
novel author best known for her series Magical 
Girl Special Ops Asuka.

Seigo Tokiya is a Japanese manga artist best 
known for Magical Girl Special Ops Asuka 
and his contribution to the Tales of the Abyss 
anthology collection.
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Shomin Sample: I Was 
Abducted by an Elite All-
Girls School as a Sample 
Commoner, vol. 7
Story by Nanatsuki Takafumi
Art by Risumai
                                                                                                                   

A hilarious school-life comedy with a 
streaming anime series!

Seikain Girls’ School: an elite boarding 
academy for girls from only the richest 

and most prestigious of families. Here, the 
students are raised to be perfect young ladies, 
cut off from the real world to preserve their 
innocence and ensure that they’re free from all 
distractions. This student body has never even 
met a boy their own age, until they abduct 
Kagurazaka Kimito, an average high school boy 
who will teach them about the world beyond 
the school’s ivory gates—whether he likes it or 
not!

                                

• ANIME ADAPTATION: An anime adaptation is 
currently streaming on Funimation

• BASED ON A LIGHT NOVEL: The manga 
adaptation of the bestselling Japanese light 
novel of the same name

                                

Nanatsuki Takafumi is a Japanese manga 
creator best known as the author of Shomin 
Sample: I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls 
School as a Sample Commoner.

Risumai is a Japanese manga creator best 
known as the artist of Shomin Sample: I Was 
Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a 
Sample Commoner.
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ISBN: 978-1-626925-78-6
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There’s a Demon Lord on the 
Floor, vol. 4
Story and art Kawakami Masaki
                                                                                                                   

An all-new supernatural comedy series 
to sate manga readers’ appetites!

Amon Patricia is a powerful Demon Lord who 
one day finds herself on the recieving end 

of a vicious attack by the Clan of Light. Fleeing 
to fight another day, Patricia finds herself in 
the human world! Looking to blend in, she 
immediately seeks work and finds herself on the 
doorstep of the Humming Dining restaurant. 
She falls in love with their cooking immediately, 
and now the head chef has plenty more on 
his plate as he must sate the Demon Lord’s 
appetites, while shaping her into the perfect 
employee!

                                

• FOR FANS OF: The Devil is a Part-Timer
                                

Kawakami Masaki is a Japanese manga 
creator best known for There’s a Demon Lord 
on the Floor.
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Toradora!, vol. 8
Story by Yuyuko Takemiya 
Art by Zekkyo
                                                                                                                   

The hilarious romantic comedy New 
York Times bestselling manga series 
continues!

Ryuji Takasu thought that his ill-fated luck had 
turned around now that he was in Junior 

High sitting next to the girl of his dreams, Minori 
Kushieda. Ryuji was wrong; for after unwittingly 
crossing the most feared and fearsome girl in 
school, Taiga Aisaku, everything went off the 
deep end!

It’s taken time, but Ryuji and Taiga have slowly 
found some common ground and can at least 
tolerate each other (just a little). The problem 
is, Fate just doesn’t seem to throw Ryuji a bone. 
Everyone in Ryuji’s class is now convinced that 
he and Taiga are dating, even Minori! And to 
make matters even more embarassing, Minori 
has given Ryuji and Taiga her blessings. How’s 
Ryuji ever going to win Minori’s heart now?!

                                

• BESTSELLER: A New York Times bestselling 
series

• BASED ON A LIGHT NOVEL: The official 
manga adaptation of the Toradora! light 
novels, written by fan-favorite author of 
Golden Time

                                

Yuyuko Takemiya is a Japanese writer of light 
novels best known for Toradora!, Evergreen, 
and Golden Time.

Zekkyo is a Japanese manga artist and 
illustrator whose works include Druid-San, 
Welcome, and Jyutten!
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Tales of Zestiria, vol. 3
Story and art by Shiramine
                                                                                                                   

The manga adaptation of the bestselling 
Japanese RPG, released in English for 
the first time!

Sorey is a human boy who has lived all his 
life in The Divine Forest, side-by-side with 

heavenly, but secretive creatures known 
as Seraphim, which includes his best friend 
Mikleo. While investigating the old ruins near 
their home for Seraphim lore, they meet a 
young woman named Alisha, a knight seeking 
answers to the calamities drawing their world 
to ruin. Upon learning that the Seraphim may 
have a connection to the destruction, Sorey 
decides it’s time to leave The Divine Forest. With 
Mikleo and Alisha at his side, Sorey will seek 
out the truth behind the catastrophes—and 
discover his own hidden powers in the process.

                                

• GLOBAL VIDEO GAME HIT: Based on the 
video game, Tales of Zestiria—the newest 
installment in the bestselling “Tales of...” 
franchise, and celebrating the series’ 20th 
anniversary 

• ANIME ADAPTATION: Adapted into an 
anime titled Tales of Zestiria the X, which 
is currently streaming on Funimation; a 
second season of the anime will air in 2017

                                

Shiramine is a manga author and artist best 
known for the Tales of Zestiria manga.
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